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Tanner is the Frederick Marquand
Professor of Systematic Theology at
Yale Divinity School; this latest book
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degrading.”8 Tanner does not cite
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card debts that

share the Archbishop of
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this article that a Christian

reduced public

theological framework includes

transport. Tanner is at
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her most secure in this
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analysis: she puts

further query whether the 6 million
UK workers who are paid less than
the voluntary “Real Living Wage”
hourly rate (£10.55 in London and
£9.00 outside the capital) receive pay
for their labour which is compatible
with Christian principles. According
to 2018 research by the independent
Living Wage Foundation, more than
25 per cent of workers in Northern
Ireland, the East Midlands, Wales,
Yorkshire and the Humber, and the
northeast earn a wage that fails to
cover basic living costs. 10

forward a compelling
case for how the
unregulated profit
motive adversely
affects relationships
between firms and
employees, and thus

In contrast to Tanner, Mary
Hirschfeld (an Associate Professor of
Economics and Theology at Villanova
University) is academically trained in
both disciplines. She holds a PhD in
economics from Harvard and was a
professor of economics for fifteen
years before her conversion to
Catholicism led her to study for a
PhD in theology from the University
of Notre Dame. Hirschfeld shares
Tanner’s views on the
ethical failings of

‘She puts forward
a compelling case
for how the
unregulated
profit motive
adversely affects
relationships
between firms
and employees,
and thus detracts
from human
flourishing’

detracts from human
flourishing. However, her theological
approach to transforming the
economy to a state compatible with
Christian principles cannot be
considered anything other than
utopian. Tanner posits that, in the

modern capitalism, but
aims to suggest
remedies for them
through systematic
application of the
thought of the
medieval scholastic
theologian St Thomas
Aquinas (1225-1274). In
the course of her
argument, Hirschfeld
draws primarily on
Aquinas’ Summa

Theologica, but also
refers extensively to
secondary sources such
as economists Milton
Friedman, Amartya
Sen, Adam Smith,
Thomas Piketty and
Paul Samuelson, in

addition to well-known names in
theology/economics interdisciplinary
research - Stephen Long, Anthony
Waterman, and Andrew Yuengert. A
glance at the bibliography confirms
that Hirschfeld’s is demonstrably a
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“disciplines” companies through the
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expectations of ever higher
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similarly “disciplines” governments

business would be likely to conclude

should be ordered to human

through the bond markets. She
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flourishing”, reflecting on the effect

argues that governments’ appetite for
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of metaphysical assumptions made

debt is fuelled by a “race to the

real-world economic activity; she

in mainstream economics: “One of
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more reciprocal “conversation” with
economists than Tanner’s.

the core arguments of this book is

responsible for the stewardship of

forward not only a critique of

that economics is not value-

their own part of creation, and allows

capitalism as it is today, but also

neutral.”13 Hirschfeld argues that a

specialisation to enable the most

proposing a strong Christian

Thomistic approach enables

effective production techniques.

(“humane”) alternative. However,

meaningful dialogue between the

Markets are useful to co-ordinate

Hirschfeld provides no more of a

positive (what is) and the normative

economic activity. Money facilitates

route map to achieving a “humane

(what ought to be). The framework of

trade across time and space, and

economy” than Tanner.

this approach (what Hirschfeld calls

allocates risk, but it should not be

a humane economy) is based on

pursued for its own sake. The health

Christians working in business will

“virtue”. Virtuous individuals only

of the Thomist economy is measured

find much in both these books to

consume what is enough, and make

by human flourishing and its ability

challenge current profit-maximising

any surplus available for others.

to serve the community. Hirschfeld

priorities, but little practical

Virtuous firms see their main goal as

emphasises that it is “a cultural

guidance on how to respond to that

producing goods and services that are

mistake to treat GDP and economic

challenge. In my view, the next

of real value to the community (as

growth rates as ultimate goods”,

logical step is for theologians to

indicated by the price mechanism),

underlining that they are merely

engage in direct dialogue with

and also as opportunities to employ

instrumental in achieving the higher

heterodox economists like Kate

skill and ingenuity. Such firms pay

goods “that should be the ends of

Raworth and Joseph Stiglitz. My

fair wages to employees.

public policy.” Hirschfeld is honest

research will attempt to contribute

in acknowledging that this model of

to this dialogue, by re-framing

the economy can be criticised as

economic modelling to replace what

utopian - it assumes human nature

Eve Poole has rightly identified as

In summary, the economy exists to
provide a service to human life and
not the other way around.

as it should be and not what it is. In

the “toxic” assumptions of

For Aquinas, private property is

the final analysis, her book goes

capitalism14 with others derived from

useful to make individuals

further than Tanner’s in putting

Christian values and doctrine.
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